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A minimal model of polyhronous groups in neural networks is presented. The model is om-
putationally eient and allows the study of polyhronous groups independent of spei neuron
models. Computational experiments were performed with the model in one- and two-dimensional
neural arhitetures to determine the dependene of the number of polyhronous groups on various
onnetivity options. The possibility of using polyhronous groups as omputational elements is
also disussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Signiant progress has been made in understanding
the human brain over the past half entury. The behav-
ior of individual neurons has been studied extensively,
using both experimental and omputational methods, to
the point where siene an explain not only the hara-
teristis of the various neuron types within neural net-
works, but an also give a detailed aount of the meh-
anisms within the neurons themselves that ause these
behaviors. Despite this progress, there is still a huge gap
in our understanding of how these low-level mehanisms
eventually result in the high-level ognitive funtions of
the brain.
One phenomenon whose understanding may help
bridge this gap is polyhronization, an idea that was in-
trodued by Izhikevih in 2006 [10℄. In a network with
interonnetion delays, two neurons may re at distint
times, yet have their spikes arrive at a ommon post-
synapti neuron simultaneously due to the dierene in
onnetion delays. This phenomenon is termed polyhro-
nization. In addition these neurons plus the stimulated
postsynapti neuron may have their output spikes ar-
rive simultaneously at still other neurons, ausing further
neural ativity. The set of neurons in this hain rea-
tion is alled a polyhronous group, whih we sometimes
shorten to polygroup.
Polyhronization is similar to the phenomenon of syn-
re hains [1℄ [4℄. However synre hains appear when
the neural network has synapti onnetions with iden-
tial delay times, whereas polyhronization ours when
there is a spetrum of onnetion delays between neurons,
and is more like the idea of a synre braid mentioned by
Bienenstok. It has been suggested that synre hains
form the basis of learning in the neoortex [6℄, while oth-
ers have explored the information proessing aspets of
suh hains [5℄. The fous of this paper is on neural net-
works with transmission delays between neurons, a ne-
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essary ondition for the appearane of polyhronization.
Preisely timed spatiotemporal patterns have been ob-
served experimentally both in vivo and in vitro [12℄ [2℄.
Although these experiments seem to provide evidene for
the existene of polyhronous groups in the brain, it is an
open question as to whether suh observed ativity an
be aounted for by surrogate data generation. While
detetion of polyhronous groups in theoretial models is
straightforward, the lak of full network data in experi-
mental situations makes their observation problemati.
Izhikevih noted that the number of polyhronous
groups far exeeded the number of neurons in the sys-
tems he studied. This observation led him to hypothesize
that polyhronous groups may represent memories in the
brain, whih ould possibly explain the rih diversity of
brain behavior that seemingly transends the apabilities
of the neurons present.
In this paper we desribe a simple neural network
model that has a minimal number of features to sup-
port the study of polyhronous groups. We also develop
an assoiated algorithm for the alulation of polygroups
formed in the model, and apply that algorithm to various
random networks to determine the number of potential
polygroups in these systems.
Additionally we desribe a new form of neural om-
putation using polyhronous groups as the basi ompu-
tational elements. The simultaneous ring of two poly-
groups an in some ases stimulate the formation of still
other polyhronous groups, leading to a asade of ativ-
ity extending far beyond the spae and time of the initial
neural rings. This ombination of polygroups into new
polygroups suggests a higher level struture to the dy-
namis of neural systems.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL
A. Network model
In the original paper on polyhronous groups, Izhike-
vih analyzed a network of neurons modeled individu-
ally by his own spiking neuron equations [9℄; in addition,
2Spike Timing Dependent Plastiity (STDP) was used to
adjust the weights in the network. Other researhers have
also stressed the importane of STDP in forming suh
groups [8℄ [11℄. While these features reate a system that
has ertain harateristis of atual neurons in the brain,
they are not neessary to study the phenomenon of poly-
hronization. One of the key premises of this paper has
been to abstrat the system to the bare minimum features
neessary for studying the pure omputational onepts
of polyhronization and polyhronous groups.
A simple digraph with onnetion delays is suient
to model the essential features of polyhronization. A
neuron model that res a spike when the sum of its inputs
reahes a xed threshold is used for the nodes of the
digraph. Connetions between neurons are lossless, and
eah has a xed, integer delay assoiated with it. Disrete
time is used in the model with the same integer sale. All
onnetions are exitatory in the basi model.
The model assumes that if a neuron reeives two or
more simultaneous input spikes it will ativate and re
its own spike. A system in whih a single input spike
auses a neuron to re annot be partiularly interest-
ing, sine all that has happened in omputational terms
is that the spike has been delayed. Requiring a large
number of simultaneous spikes for ativation is more re-
alisti in terms of modeling the human brain; it has been
estimated that it takes 20 to 50 presynapti spikes arriv-
ing within a short time window to ause a postsynapti
spike in the human brain [7℄. However suh a system
would be far more diult to analyze, and is simply not
neessary for understanding the fundamentals of poly-
hronization. Hene, requiring two spike arrivals is the
simplest and most tratable arrangement that will yield
omputationally rih behavior.
To build a network in whih to searh for polyhronous
groups, we rst hoose N , the number of neurons in the
network, and arrange these N neurons in a irular array
(i.e. a linear array with periodi boundary onditions).
To hoose the interonnetions between these neurons
two parameters are used, 1) a xed number of input
onnetions per neuron m, and 2) a radius r of nearest
neighbors of eah neuron from whih onnetions may be
seleted. When seleting input onnetions the neuron
itself is exluded sine we do not want self-onnetion.
In our initial models, one the onnetions are set, eah
is assigned an integer delay hosen randomly from the
range [dmin, dmax], where dmin and dmax are parameters
of the model.
Notie that one the neural topology is xed, the set
of polyhronous groups within the network is also xed.
The network itself an be studied to determine what poly-
groups are inherent within it, irrespetive of any spei
dynami onsiderations.
An example of a polyhronous group is depited in g-
ure 1. The vertial axis labels neurons and the horizontal
axis shows time. The irles mark points at whih spe-
i neurons re, and the lines show the travel of spikes
from left to right from one neuron to another. In this
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Figure 1: A depition of an example of a polyhronous group.
example the two initiating neurons are neuron 1 whih
res at t=0, and neuron 3 whih res at t=1. Spikes
from these two neurons arrive at neuron 2 at time t=2,
ausing it to re (this implies that the delay from neuron
1 to neuron 2 is 2 time units, and the delay from neuron
3 to neuron 2 is 1 time unit). Spikes from neuron 3 and
neuron 2 arrive simultaneously at neuron 4, ausing it to
re at t=3. Finally, spikes from neuron 1 and neuron 4
arrive at neuron 2 at t=4, ausing it to re again.
B. Finding Polyhronous Groups
A polyhronous group is determined by the indies of
its two initiating neurons and the times at whih they
re. The rst step in our searh for polygroups is to san
through eah possible pair of neurons and examine eah
pair to see if it ould initiate a polygroup with an appro-
priate hoie of ring times. For a system with N neurons
we an form N2 ordered pairs; however the neurons must
be distint and their order is unimportant, so the atual
number of pairs we need to examine is (N2 −N)/2. For
eah pair of neurons we must also hoose the times at
whih they re. We are of ourse only interested in situ-
ations where these two neurons will ause another neuron
to re; for this to happen they must both have output
onnetions to the same neuron. If suh a ommon post-
synapti neuron exists, it is always possible to hoose
the initial ring times for the pair so that the postsy-
napti neuron reeives spikes from them simultaneously.
The times are relative, allowing us to hoose the earliest
ring time to be t = 0 and to hoose the other time a-
ordingly. For eah pair of neurons being onsidered, we
must examine all possible onnetion pairs for all om-
mon postsynapti neurons.
The proedure above nds two neurons that stimu-
late a third neuron to re, but by denition to have a
polygroup at least one other neuron must also reeive
simultaneous spikes. The next step in the algorithm is
3to searh for additional rings by allowing the system to
evolve. The evolution of the system an be alulated ef-
iently by reating a matrix of spike arrival ounts (see
expression 1 below). The rows are numbered from 0 to
N − 1 orresponding to the N neurons in the system;
the olumns are numbered from 0 to tmax, the maximum
time to whih the simulation is run. The matrix entry
qn,t represents the number of spikes that arrive at neu-
ron n at time t. Initially we set all matrix entries to zero,
exept for the two initial nodes whih we set to 2 at the
appropriate times (this simulates these neurons reeiving
2 input spikes, so that they will re during the simulation
run).


q0,0 q0,1 . . . q0,tmax−1 q0,tmax
q1,0 q1,1 . . . q1,tmax−1 q1,tmax
. . . . . .
.
.
. . . . . . .
qN−2,0 qN−2,0 . . . qN−2,tmax−1 qN−2,q0,tmax
qN−1,0 qN−1,0 . . . qN−1,tmax−1 qN−1,q0,tmax


(1)
To run the simulation we start at the leftmost olumn
and look for entries with a value of 2 or greater. These
neurons have reeived enough spikes to ause them to re,
so we look up what neurons they are onneted to along
with the assoiated delays to nd the times at whih the
spikes arrive at the postsynapti neurons. Using these
numbers we nd and inrement the orresponding matrix
entries. We then move to the seond olumn and repeat
the proedure.
The system an be run iteratively until no rings our
for a period of time equal to the maximum delay in the
system. However in some ases polygroups an ontinue
ring for a very long time; in fat, polygroups an extend
innitely in time. For this reason a limit is plaed on
how long the alulation will be performed. If the limit
is reahed the group is agged as being overrun so that
subsequent analysis an take this into aount. At the
end of the alulation, any matrix entry with a value of
2 or greater orresponds to a ring neuron. If there are
four or more suh entries, we have found a polygroup.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Results For One Dimensional Systems
The parameters of the experiment that an be varied
are:
1. N = number of neurons in the network.
2. m = number of input onnetions per neuron.
3. r = radius of nearest neighbors of eah neuron from
whih onnetions may be hosen.
4. dmin = minimum delay time.
5. dmax = maximum delay time.
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Figure 2: A plot showing the number of polyhronous groups
as a funtion of N , the number of neurons in the system.
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Figure 3: The number of polyhronous groups as a funtion
of m, the number of input onnetions to eah neuron in the
network.
The rst set of experiments was set up to determine how
the number of polyhronous groups varies as the the num-
ber of neurons in the system is hanged, holding all other
parameters onstant. Figure 2 shows the results of these
runs. For eah value of N , 30 runs were averaged to-
gether to give the mean number of polyhronous groups
for that N . The relationship is learly linear, with a slope
of about 2.2. For these runs, m = 5, r = 5, dmin = 1,
and dmax = 5.
For the next experiments we deided to determine how
the number of polyhronous groups varies as the the num-
ber of input onnetions to eah neuron hanges. Results
are displayed in Figure 3, whih shows that the num-
ber of polyhronous groups inreases rapidly as m is in-
reased. For these runs, N = 100, r = 10, dmin = 1, and
dmax = 5.
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Figure 4: The number of polyhronous groups as a funtion
of r, the radius of nearest neighbors from whih input on-
netions are hosen.
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Figure 5: The number of polyhronous groups as a funtion
of dmax, the maximum delay on a onnetion.
We varied r in the next set of experiments to deter-
mine how the number of polyhronous groups varies as
the the number of nearest neighbors from whih input
onnetions are hosen hanges. Results are displayed in
Figure 4, whih shows that the number of polyhronous
groups dereases rapidly as r is inreased. For these runs,
N = 100, m = 5, dmin = 1, and dmax = 5.
Figure 5 shows what happens as dmax is varied. The
number of polyhronous groups dereases rapidly as dmax
inreases. This is intuitively lear when one onsiders
that as dmax inreases, the number of possible delays
on the onnetions inreases and so the probability of
nding pairs of onnetions with simultaneous arrivals
beomes less. For these runs, N = 100, m = 5, r = 5,
and dmin = 1.
So what do these results tell us about polyhronous
groups in the human brain? It is estimated that there
are 1011 neurons in the brain, with m in the range of
1000 to 10,000 onnetions per neuron. Connetivity in
the neoortex has been observed to be about 10%, so a
good rough estimate of r is 5,000 to 50,000. Experimental
measurements of axonal delays have shown that the delay
an be as low as 0.1 mse and as high as 40 mse [13℄ [14℄
[15℄. Sine the number of polyhronous groups sales
linearly with the number of neurons, we might expet
the number of groups to be roughly on the order of the
number of neurons. Of more onern, however, is the
saling relative to the values of r, m, and dmax, sine
these salings are exponential in nature. Large values
of r and dmax would tend to lower the total number of
polyhronous groups, but a large value of m argues for
a high number of suh groups. The atual result for the
human brain annot even be estimated with the numbers
we have so far.
Though the alulation of polyhronous groups
strethes the apability of urrent omputers, it is pos-
sible to dene relatively small networks and try to ex-
trapolate measurements on them to networks of a more
realisti size. As a baseline we hose a system with the
parameters N = 5000, m = 100, r = 500, dmin = 1, and
dmax = 40, whih took about 12 hours of CPU time to
run. For this system there was a total of slightly more
than 6.1 × 106 polyhronous groups. If we were to esti-
mate the number of polyhronous groups for this system
based solely on the graph in Figure 2, we would expet
somewhat over 10,000 groups; the muh larger atual to-
tal appears to indiate that the exponential growth of the
number of polyhronous groups due to the inrease of m
overpowers the derease brought about by the hange
due to r and dmax. This result agrees with that found
by Izhikevih in his original paper [10℄.
B. Results For Two Dimensional Systems
Beause of the brain's layered geometry, it is worth-
while to investigate how dimensionality inuenes the
availability of polyhronous groups. Here we ad-
dress whether or not extending the network to a two-
dimensional topology aets the number of polyhronous
groups. To answer this question both one and two-
dimensional networks were onstruted using idential
parameters. For the two dimensional model, neurons
were loated on a retangular grid. The m onnetions
to a given neuron were seleted at random within a irle
of radius r. The parameters for the 1D and 2D networks
were seleted so that the same number of neurons Nr
would be inluded in eah sub-region of radius r.
The variation of the number of polyhronous groups as
N hanged is shown in Figure 6. Both relationships are
learly linear, though in the two-dimensional ase the
number of polyhronous groups is somewhat less. The
slope of the 1D line is approximately 1.0, while the slope
for the 2D line is about 0.8. Parameters for these runs
were m = 4, Nr = 8, dmin = 1, and dmax = 5.
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Figure 6: The number of polyhronous groups as a funtion
of N , the number of neurons in the system, for networks with
one- and two-dimensional onnetivity. The one-dimensional
network graph is marked by small irles, the two-dimensional
graph by plus signs.
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Figure 7: The number of polyhronous groups as a funtion
of m, the number of input onnetions per neuron, for net-
works with one- and two-dimensional onnetivity. The one-
dimensional network graph is marked by small irles, the
two-dimensional graph by plus signs.
Figure 7 shows how the number of polyhronous groups
depends on m, the number of input onnetions. Other
parameters were N = 100, Nr = 24, dmin = 1, and
dmax = 5.
Figure 8 shows how the number of polyhronous groups
depends on r, the radius from whih input onnetions
are seleted. Other parameters were N = 225, m = 4,
dmin = 1, and dmax = 5.
Figure 9 shows how the number of polyhronous groups
depends on dmax. Other parameters were N = 100, m =
4, r = 2, and dmin = 1.
As an be seen from Figures 6 through 9, the qualita-
tive results for one and two dimensions are similar. The
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Figure 8: The number of polyhronous groups as a funtion
of r, the radius from whih input onnetions are seleted, for
networks with one- and two-dimensional onnetivity. The
one-dimensional network graph is marked by small irles,
the two-dimensional graph by plus signs.
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Figure 9: The number of polyhronous groups as a funtion
of dmax, the maximum onnetion delay, for networks with
one- and two-dimensional onnetivity. The one-dimensional
network graph is marked by small irles, the two-dimensional
graph by plus signs.
atual number of polyhronous groups does vary some-
what with eah of the parameters, but not signiantly
so. The net result of these studies is that hanging from
one to two dimensions does not hange the essential form
of the parametri dependenies.
C. Choosing Connetion Delays Deterministially
In the simulations above the onnetion delays were
hosen randomly within a xed range. It is a reasonable
assumption, however, that in atual networks of neurons
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Figure 10: The number of polyhronous groups as a funtion
of N , the number of neurons in the system, for networks with
random vs. deterministi delays. The random network graph
is marked by small irles, the deterministi graph by inverted
triangles.
the time delay assoiated with a synapti onnetion will
be approximately proportional to the distane between
the onneted neurons. If we use this assumption in
our simulations, how does it aet the number of poly-
hronous groups in the network?
Figure 10 shows how the number of polygroups varies
with N , for both a network with random delays and a
network with deterministi delays. Figures 11 and 12
show how the number of polygroups varies with m and
r, respetively. The essential form of the relationships
do not hange when using deterministi delays, but the
number of polygroups in the networks with determinis-
ti delays is signiantly higher than the orresponding
networks with randomized delays. It is not immediately
lear why the number of groups inreases when the delays
are proportional to the distane between the onneted
neurons.
D. How Many Pairs Form Polygroups?
Any given pair of neurons in our neural networks may
or may not be apable of stimulating a polyhronous
group, depending on their synapti onnetions and the
assoiated delays, so it is reasonable and interesting to
alulate what fration of the neuron pairs an atually
form polygroups. For a neuron with m input onnetions
the number of possible ways that a pair of onnetions
an be hosen is given by
m!
2!(m− 2)!
. (2)
Eah pair of input onnetions has only one timing se-
quene with whih it will trigger the neuron, so this is
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Figure 11: The number of polyhronous groups as a funtion
of m, the number of input onnetions per neuron, for net-
works with random vs. deterministi delays. The random
network graph is marked by small irles, the deterministi
graph by inverted triangles.
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Figure 12: The number of polyhronous groups as a funtion
of r, the radius from whih input onnetions are seleted, for
networks with random vs. deterministi delays. The random
network graph is marked by small irles, the deterministi
graph by inverted triangles.
also the number of ways a partiular neuron an be stim-
ulated to re. For a system with N neurons, the total
number of ways for neurons to be stimulated is thus
N
m!
2!(m− 2)!
. (3)
Dividing the number of observed polygroups by this num-
ber gives us the fration of pairs that atually reated a
polygroup. Using the data in Figure 10 for the networks
with deterministi delays (m = 5, r = 5), we nd that
the fration of pairs that stimulate polygroups is roughly
onstant over all N , and is equal in this ase to approx-
imately 0.6. This may provide a lower bound for more
7realisti systems where onnetions are orrelated.
IV. COMPUTATION WITH POLYGROUPS
A polyhronous group an be thought of as a sort of
automaton; starting with just two ring neurons, an en-
tire hain of neurons is aused to re over an extended
period of time. The group is simply a response to the
initial stimulus, and in our perfet simulation world of
disrete time and distint spikes, the response is unvary-
ing. In that sense, then, a polyhronous group an be
thought of as a monolithi omputational element.
When a polygroup is ativated, the ring neurons
within the group will in most ases have onnetions to
other neurons outside the group. These outside neurons
reeive only a single spike and thus will not re. We an
envision a "loud" of suh neurons surrounding a poly-
group in both spae and time.
If two separate polygroups are ativated whose rings
overlap in time, ertain neurons in the surrounding louds
may reeive two simultaneous spikes, one from eah poly-
group, and thus be aused to re. Furthermore, two or
more neurons may be ativated in this manner, and their
ombined ation may in turn ativate a totally separate
polygroup. The net result is that in some ases, the a-
tivation of two polygroups an in turn ativate a third
polygroup.
For a given network, we an label eah polygroup with
an index i and represent an arbitrary group with the sym-
bol Gi. To fully speify a polygroup we must know the
time at whih the group was ativated; sine the relative
times of the ativating spikes are xed, we an hoose
the time of the rst ativating spike as the time assoi-
ated with the polygroup, and thus write Gti to indiate
polygroup i ativated at time t.
If polygroup G1 res at time t1 and polygroup G2 res
at time t2, and if the ombined ation of these two groups
auses another polygroup G3 to re at time t3, we an
write
Gt1
1
+Gt2
2
→ Gt3
3
, (4)
where the symbol → is read "ativates".
Times are all relative in the system, so any time oset
τ may be added without hanging the above relationship:
Gt1+τ1 +G
t2+τ
2 → G
t3+τ
3 , (5)
If indeed a polyhronous group represents a memory
in the brain, then equation 4 signies that ertain pairs
of memories are apable of stimulating a third memory.
Equation 5 shows that the relation of these memories are
time invariant. It is interesting, however, that the two
stimulating memories must be ativated in a xed time
relationship to eah other to ause the third memory to
ativate.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have developed a omputationally eient model
for the study of polyhronous groups, onstruted on
the priniple of inluding only the essential features re-
quired for suh groups. An algorithm is inluded in the
model to rapidly identify polygroups in the network. The
model was used to omputationally investigate proper-
ties of polyhronous group formation in various network
topologies.
Through numerial experiments we found that the
number of polygroups in the network depends linearly
on the number of neurons, holding all other riteria on-
stant. The number of polygroups dereases asymptoti-
ally as the radius of onnetivity or the range of time
delays inreases, but grows exponentially as the number
of input onnetions inreases. By testing a larger sys-
tem we found that the exponential growth of the number
of polygroups due to an inrease of input onnetions
dominated over the other fators we studied.
We onduted similar experiments omparing one- and
two-dimensional networks, and found slight numerial
but no qualitative dierenes in the results. Experiments
were then performed in whih the transmission delays
were hosen to be proportional to the distane between
neurons, and when these results were ompared with our
initial model we disovered that there were no qualitative
dierenes, but that the number of polygroups was muh
higher for the network with the proportionally hosen
delays.
We also introdued the onept of omputation using
polygroups. In some ases two ativated polygroups an
ause the stimulation of a third polygroup. This opens
up the possibility of polygroups being used as monolithi
interating elements in a neural system. Further work
is required to determine the properties of this type of
omputation.
There are still many open questions regarding poly-
hronous groups, and we have only begun to explore
their properties. Further measurements ould prove use-
ful, suh as determining the distribution of the number
of neurons per group under various network topologies.
Spei examples that have reently shown a lot of inter-
est are small world and sale free networks [3℄. Inhibition
ould also be added to the neural onnetions, to bring
the model more in line with the workings of biologial
neural systems.
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